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The Dublin
Lockout

On 2 September 1913, two buildings on Church
Street, where ten families were living, collapsed,
killing seven people and badly injuring many more.
Following this disaster, a report was carried out and
published the following year. The findings, which
highlighted the conditions that people were living in,
included the statement: “There are many tenement
houses with seven or eight rooms that house a family
in each room and contain a population of between
forty and fifty souls. We have visited one house that
we found to be occupied by 98 persons, another by
74 and a third by 73.” This document, titled Report of
the Departmental Committee appointed by the Local
Government Board for Ireland to inquire into the
Housing Conditions of the Working Classes in
the City of Dublin (Call no. Ir 33183 h 2) will be
on view in the exhibition.

the NLI’s new exhibition

The Dublin Lockout, the NLI’s new multimedia
exhibition, opened on 22 August – almost exactly
100 years to the day since drivers left their trams on
Dublin’s busy O’Connell Street and began the strike
that would evolve into the Dublin Lockout.
The strike was precipitated by the actions of
William Martin Murphy, owner of the Dublin United
Tramways Company, who had sacked and replaced
over 300 staff suspected of being members of
the ITGWU (Irish Transport and General Workers
Union), led by labour leader Jim Larkin, during the
preceding weeks. Murphy immediately “locked
out” the tram drivers and made use of non-union or
“scab” labour. Disputes spread across Dublin until,
eventually, some 20,000 workers were involved in
strikes and lockouts – an unprecedented level of
protest which continued until January 1914.
In the period leading up to the Lockout, Dublin was
a city of extremes, where one-third of the population
lived in abject poverty. Typically, unskilled workers
and their families lived in either tenements or
cottages; most of these buildings were overcrowded
and had terrible sanitary conditions, which resulted
in the rapid spread of diseases.
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On Tuesday, 26 August 1913, the first day of the
Dublin Horse Show, 700 Dublin United Tramways
Company workers went on strike.

Typically, unskilled
workers and their
families lived in
either tenements
or cottages; most of
these buildings were
overcrowded and
had terrible sanitary
conditions, which
resulted in the rapid
spread of diseases.
Jim Larkin depicted in the Illustrated London
News. By 1914 ‘Larkinism’ had become a household
word across Britain and the United States.

The NLI’s newspaper collection – especially
Jim Larkin’s Irish Worker and the newspapers
published by William Martin Murphy’s Independent
Newspapers group – has proved an invaluable
source of insights into this period in Irish history.
Other rich sources include publications such as
The Lepracaun and Irish Life, which commented
extensively on the Lockout and were critical of both
sides of the dispute. The papers of labour leader
William O’Brien have also been a key resource and
are featured in the exhibition.
Other items on display include Jim Larkin’s hastily
written advice to union colleagues on the eve of
“Bloody Sunday” and Sean O’Casey’s reminiscences
of his involvement in the labour struggle as a young
man. Films and interactive touchscreens allow
visitors to explore in depth the experiences of those
who lived through this complex conflict.

The Dublin Lockout runs at No 2 Kildare Street
until 30 March 2014. Admission is free.
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Frithdhúnadh
Bhaile Átha Cliath

uafásacha iontu, agus dá bharr sin scaip galair
go forleathan.

taispeántas nua Leabharlann
Náisiúnta na hÉireann
Osclaíodh Frithdhúnadh Bhaile Átha Cliath (The Dublin
Lockout), taispeántas nua ilmheánach na Leabharlainne
Náisiúnta, an 22 Lúnasa - díreach beagnach 100 bliain go
dtí an lá ó d’fhág tiománaithe a gcuid tramanna ar Shráid
Uí Chonaill i mBaile Átha Cliath agus chuir siad tús le
stailc a dtabharfaí Frithdhúnadh Bhaile Átha Cliath uirthi
ina dhiaidh sin.
Tharla an stailc mar gheall ar an méid a bhí ar bun
ag William Martin Murphy, úinéir an Chomhlachta
Dublin United Tramways Company, a chuir os cionn
300 ball foirne as obair, agus a chuir foireann nua
ina n-áit, baill foirne a raibh amhras fúthu go raibh
siad ina mbaill den ITGWU (Ceardchumann Oibrithe
Iompair agus Ilsaothair na hÉireann), faoi stiúir
cheannaire an lucht oibre Jim Larkin, sna seachtainí
roimhe sin. Choinnigh Murphy “amuigh” tiománaithe
na dtramanna láithreach bonn agus bhain leas as
saothar neamh-cheardchumainn nó “sáraitheoirí
stailce”. Scaip achrann ar fud Bhaile Átha Cliath go
dtí, diaidh ar ndiaidh, go raibh baint ag 20,000 oibrí
le stailceanna agus le frithdhúnadh - leibhéal agóide
thar cuimse a lean ar aghaidh go dtí Eanáir 1914.
Sa tréimhse suas go dtí an Frithdhúnadh, bhí an
saol corrach go leor in áiteanna i mBaile Átha Cliath,
agus aon trian den daonra ag cur fúthu i bhfíorbhochtaineacht. Bhí cónaí de ghnáth ar oibrithe
nach raibh oilte agus ar a dteaghlaigh i dtionóntáin
nó i dteachíní beaga; ba mhinic leis na foirgnimh
sin a bheith róphlódaithe agus riochtaí sláintíochta
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Foilsíodh cuid mhaith cartún maidir leis an agóid
thionsclaíoch in The Lepracaun.

Thugamar cuairt ar
theach amháin agus
bhí 98 duine ina
gcónaí sa teach, 74 i
dteach eile agus 73 sa
tríú teach.

William Martin Murphy, úinéir Dublin United
Tramways Company, a chuir na céadta fostaithe
nua in áit a chuid fostaithe má bhí amhras go
raibh siad ina mbaill de Cheardchumann Oibrithe
Iompair agus Ilsaothair na hÉireann.

Baill de Cheardchumann Oibrithe Ban na
hÉireann ar chéimeanna Halla na Saoirse.
Cuireadh go leor de bhaill an cheardchumainn i
bpríosún le linn an fhrithdhúnta.

Beidh Frithdhúnadh Bhaile
Átha Cliath ar siúl ag Uimh.
2 Sráid Chill Dara go dtí an 30
Márta 2014. Saorchead isteach.

Ar an 2 Meán Fómhair 1913, thit dhá fhoirgneamh ar
Shráid an Teampaill, áit a raibh dhá theaghlach ag cur
fúthu, agus maraíodh seachtar agus gortaíodh go dona
go leor eile. I ndiaidh na tubaiste, cuireadh tuarascáil
i dtoll a chéile in 1913 agus foilsíodh í an bhliain dar
gcionn. I measc na dtorthaí, inar tarraingíodh aird
ar na dálaí inar mhair na daoine, bhí an ráiteas seo a
leanas: Is iomaí teach tionóntáin ina bhfuil seacht nó
ocht seomra agus a bhfuil teaghlach amháin i ngach
seomra acu agus idir ceathracha agus caoga duine
ag cur fúthu iontu. Thugamar cuairt ar theach amháin
agus bhí 98 duine ina gcónaí sa teach, 74 i dteach eile
agus 73 sa tríú teach. Beidh an doiciméad dar teideal
Report of the Departmental Committee appointed
by the Local Government Board for Ireland to inquire
into the Housing Conditions of the Working Classes in
the City of Dublin (Call no. Ir 33183 h 2) le feiceáil mar
chuid den taispeántas.
Bhí bailiúcháin nuachtáin na Leabharlainne
Náisiúnta - go háirithe The Irish Worker le Jim
Larkin agus na nuachtáin a d’fhoilsigh an grúpa
Independent Newspapers de chuid William Martin
Murphy - mar fhoinse luachmhar chun léargas a
thabhairt ar an tréimhse seo i stair na hÉireann.
I measc na bhfoinsí saibhre eile tá foilseacháin
cosúil le The Lepracaun agus Irish Life, inar tugadh
tuairisc fhorleathan ar an bhFrithdhúnadh agus
inar cáineadh dhá thaobh na hagóide. Bhí páipéir
cheannaire an lucht oibre, William O’Brien mar
acmhainn lárnach freisin agus tá siad sa taispeántas.
I measc míreanna eile a bheidh ar taispeáint
beidh an méid a bhí i gcomhairle Jim Larkin a
scríobh sé faoi dheifir chuig a chomhghleacaithe
sa cheardchumann an oíche roimh “Domhnach
na Fola”, cuimhní cinn Seán O’Casey maidir leis
an mbaint a bhí aige le streachailt an lucht oibre
mar fhear óg, agus lámhscríbhinn bhunaidh de
dhán WB Yeats ‘September 1913’. Tugann scannáin
agus scáileáin thadhaill idirghníomhacha deis do
chuairteoirí iniúchadh grinn a dhéanamh ar shaol na
ndaoine a mhair tríd an gcoimhlint chasta seo.
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The NLI’s
Seamus
Heaney
archive –

Lifelong learning
The NLI is once again partnering with the UCD
Adult Education Centre to bring you two part-time
courses this autumn.

an invaluable resource
for researchers.
In November 2011, the NLI acquired one of its most
important donations for many years – the literary
papers of the Nobel laureate Dr Seamus Heaney.
This addition to the NLI’s treasures is an extraordinary
record of a lifetime’s work by one of Ireland’s
greatest living writers. It is a collection of immense
significance, providing as it does a unique insight into
the creative process, from the earliest manuscript
draft to the final published work.

Manuscript draft of the poem ‘The Unacknowledged
Legislator’ (published as ‘The Unacknowledged
Legislator’s Dream’ in the poetry collection North
in 1975). The draft includes a note in which Seamus
Heaney records that he wrote the poem while
waiting to have his car repaired.

This unique collection of loose-leaf manuscripts
and typescript worksheets, along with a series of
notebooks, consists, for the most part, of literary
drafts of Dr Heaney’s poetry, prose criticism,
lectures, essays, plays, translations and reviews
covering a period of almost 50 years – from the
early 1960s, when he was associated with the
poetry workshop the Belfast Group, to 2010,
when he published his most recent major poetry
collection Human Chain. The archive also provides
an insight into his career as a teacher, academic,
broadcaster, literary critic and man of letters.
Last year, cataloguing on the archive was
completed, and earlier this year the papers became
fully accessible to researchers in our Department
of Manuscripts. The collection is now proving an
invaluable resource – one which researchers can
use to trace the genesis and development of Dr
Heaney’s ideas.
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The ruins of a Dublin building after the 1916
Rising.

The courses, which
will be held in the
NLI Seminar Room,
will take place over
eight Tuesdays
and Wednesdays,
beginning on
1 October.
Notebook containing a diary entry recording his
plans to “make a first stab at the writing of the
Oxford inaugural” lecture. Seamus Heaney was
appointed Professor of Poetry at Oxford in June
1989 and delivered his inaugural lecture titled
‘The Redress of Poetry’ the following October.

The first of these courses, Home and Away: Exile
in Irish Writing, will be taught by Alan Graham,
who will explore the theme of exile in 20th century
Irish prose, drama and poetry. Different forms and
understandings of exile, including the plight of
the Irish emigrant, the ‘culchie’ in Dublin and the
marginalisation of women in Irish society, will be
charted in selected texts. A particular focus will
be the experience of Protestants in independent
Ireland. The course, which will be held in the NLI
Seminar Room, will take place over eight Tuesdays,
beginning on 1 October.
The Uncovering 1916 course, which will be taught
by Richard McElligott, will explore the events
surrounding the 1916 Rising. Lectures will reveal
the context, development, course and aftermath
of the rebellion, as well as issues surrounding its
interpretation and commemoration. Manuscript
material, documentary footage, contemporary
newspapers, ephemera and the NLI’s photographic
collection will elucidate the subject for participants.
The course will conclude with a field trip to the
excellent Easter Rising Exhibition at the Collins
Barracks Museum. The course will take place in
the NLI Seminar Room over eight Wednesdays,
beginning on 2 October.
To book a place on these courses, telephone
UCD Adult Education centre at (01) 716 7123 or
register online www.ucd.ie/adulted
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POETRY ALOUD
We are now accepting applications for our annual poetry
speaking competition, POETRY ALOUD. The competition,
which is run by the NLI in conjunction with Poetry Ireland,
is open to all post-primary students on the island of Ireland.
Regional heats will take place across the country in October.

Culture

Night
When Culture Night was first launched in Dublin
in 2006 by Temple Bar Cultural Trust, the initiative
aimed to provide an imaginative way for people
to participate in the cultural life of the city. In the
intervening years, the success of Culture Night
has continued unabated, with an ever-expanding
programme of events enabling people to participate
in cultural events in cities and towns all over Ireland.

We asked teacher Noel Bannon to share some of his
experiences of the competition.
I have been involved with POETRY ALOUD for the
past three years and it has been a tremendously
positive experience for the students who have
participated and for me as a teacher. For those
who volunteered to take on the challenge,
the process of preparing to speak poetry in a
venue like the National Library of Ireland fosters
confidence and self-belief. Helping to prepare
students – many of whom I don’t normally teach –
has given me an opportunity to get to know them,
encourage them and value their uniqueness.

Emmanuella Pomah (Runner up, Senior Category),
and Shauna Hession (Overall Winner of POETRY

My advice to any teacher thinking about entering
ALOUD) pictured at the competition Final in 2012.
the competition is to jump right in. Begin with a
smaller group and gain knowledge and experience by attending the competition. Check out
previous participants on the website. I had concerns about diction, accents and the type of
pronunciation that might be expected. I made a conscious decision to let the students be
themselves and concentrate on the emotions of the poem, while insisting that every word
should be audible. Participating in the POETRY ALOUD competition has certainly raised the
profile and awareness of poetry across our school community. Students who did not enter the
competition almost certainly had participants standing before them reciting poetry. This year,
our senior national finalists, Shauna and Emmanuella, spoke their poems at our school talent
show before an audience of 400 people each night, and you could hear a pin drop! Finally, as
the competition involves a mixture of being prepared to learn the poems, controlling nerves
when speaking in public, and some dramatic presence, you may be surprised at the students
who turn out to be exceptional performers.

Noel Bannon is a teacher in St Michael’s Holy Faith Secondary School, Finglas, Dublin, which is
a designated DEIS school.
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As part of the Culture
Night 2013 celebrations,
both the NLI and the
National Photographic
Archive (NPA) in Temple
Bar will remain open
until 11pm on Friday,
20 September.
To find out more about the full
programme of events, go to
www.culturenight.ie

As part of the Culture Night 2013 celebrations,
both the NLI and the National Photographic Archive
(NPA) in Temple Bar will remain open until 11pm
on Friday, 20 September. On that night, visitors
will have an opportunity to explore our beautiful
Reading Room, meet our staff and find out more
about the treasures we collect. They will also
have an opportunity to view our award-winning
Yeats: the life and works of William Butler
Yeats exhibition in the main building as well as The
Dublin Lockout exhibition in No 2 Kildare Street.
At the NPA in Meeting House Square, visitors will
be able to view Pearse House: Village in the City,
an exhibition of compelling photographs and other
media work by Jeanette Lowe.
For those in need of refreshment, Café Joly will have
a number of special menu offerings and will also be
providing free music and entertainment throughout
the evening.
Culture Night is supported by the Department of
Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Admission to all events is free.
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JFK, Ireland
and the world
History Ireland
Hedge School
The original hedge schools came into existence in
the 18th century in response to the Penal Laws, which
were designed to force Irish Catholics to convert to
Anglicanism if they wanted to receive a good education.
The schools primarily attracted Catholic children, who paid for the privilege of attending
them. Hedge schools had a markedly secular ethos, with lessons conducted on an informal
basis in farm buildings, halls and outdoor spaces in hundreds of locations all over rural
Ireland. Not only were the schools illegal, the tone of many of them was ‘slightly subversive’.
Like their 18th century predecessors, the hedge schools run by History Ireland over the past
few years are also slightly subversive in nature – a unique combination of serious and playful
round table discussions conducted by expert contributors, coupled with active participation
by, and engagement with, a general audience. The idea behind the 21st century version is that
it too can be run ‘anywhere, any time and on any topic’. While not like an academic seminar in
terms of its presentation style, it is like an academic seminar
in terms of the discussion that takes place. All events are
deliberately designed to be provocative, interactive and
primarily driven by content.

18th century portrait of
Elizabeth La Touche, by Henry
Brocas – just one of thousands
of newly available digital images
on our online catalogue, at
catalogue.nli.ie

The JFK, Ireland and the World History Ireland Hedge School,
which takes place on Tuesday, 22 October, will feature a lively
round table discussion hosted by Tommy Graham, Editor of
History Ireland. The panel will include RTÉ broadcaster Ryan
Tubridy and author of JFK in Ireland: Four Days that Changed
a President, and Professor Robert Schmuhl, University of
Notre Dame.
No booking is required for this event, which takes place at
7.00pm in the NLI Seminar Room.
10
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Current

exhibitions
Yeats: the Life and Works of William Butler Yeats
This multimedia, award-winning exhibition explores
WB Yeats’s literary and cultural legacy. As well as
providing a unique opportunity to view manuscripts
and memorabilia generously donated to the NLI
by the poet’s family, the exhibition gives visitors an
insight into Irish social, cultural and political life from
the late 1800s to the 1930s. To book a guided tour of
the exhibition, please email learning@nli.ie
Pearse House: Village in the City
Jeanette Lowe’s photographic exhibition Pearse
House: Village in the City is dually located in the
National Photographic Archive (NPA) in Temple Bar
and in Pearse House Flats (about 1.5kms away).
Experience the unique environment of the flats
and the people who lived there through Lowe’s
contemporary photographs, which are exhibited
alongside hundreds of old photographs donated by
local people.
The exhibition closes on Sunday, 6 October. A new
exhibition, Working Lives: People, Process & Product
1893-1913, will open later the same month.

The Dublin Lockout
A new exhibition marking the centenary of the 1913
Dublin Lockout opened at No 2 Kildare Street on
21 August. The Dublin Lockout paints a picture of
Dublin life in 1913 and the circumstances that led to
the biggest industrial dispute ever experienced in
this country. Films, audio recordings and interactive
touchscreens will allow visitors to explore in depth
the key personalities and incidents involved in this
complex conflict.
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Man, Woman
and Child

Following the success of two traditional song research and composition
projects, ‘The Wild Bees’ Nest’ and ‘As I Roved Out’, Wexford artist
Michael Fortune is now undertaking a new project, ‘Man, Woman and
Child’, which is focused on song research and performance.
Run in collaboration with the National Library of
Ireland and the Irish Traditional Music Archive
(ITMA) and supported by the Arts Council, the
project is based on the Child Ballad Collection
– traditional songs collected by Francis Child in
England and Scotland between 1882 and 1898. While
many of the songs, or variants of them, are sung in
the Irish tradition, no comprehensive study of the
material has been carried out in Ireland up to now.

Tim Lyons, a member of the Man, Woman and
Child project team, performing at the Wild Bees
Nest concert in the NLI.

The title ‘Man, Woman and Child’ is derived from
the project’s component parts: man, woman (the
singers) and child (the Child Ballad Collection). Over
the coming weeks, eight singers – four men and four
women – will work in pairs with Michael Fortune
to devise a concert programme of unaccompanied
traditional songs drawn from the collection.
Following an introduction to the NLI and its research
resources, the singers will form a working group,
researching songs both in their own time and in
a series of scheduled sessions at the NLI and the
ITMA. Some of the singers whose repertoires
already include Child Ballad Collection songs plan
to learn a number of new songs as part of their
involvement in the project.

Niamh Parsons researching songs in the NLI
Reading Room.

The four concerts featuring performances of
selected songs from the collection will take place at
the NLI in November and December of this year.
To find out more about ‘The Wild Bees Nest’ and ‘As
I Roved Out’ projects, visit www.thewildbeesnest.ie
and www.asirovedout.ie
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A very successful
two years on
Flickr Commons
The aim of the Bealtaine Festival, Ireland’s biggest collaborative arts festival, is to celebrate
On Wednesday,
1 June
2011, by
the
Library
ofhas
creativity
in older age. The festival
is organised
Age National
& Opportunity. This
year, the NLI
aIreland
busy monthlaunched
of events and festivities
planned.Commons, joining what
on Flickr

This location was identified as Downing Street in
London where Éamon de Valera was meeting with
David Lloyd George before the official ending of
the War of Independence. The date was established
as Thursday, 14 July 1921, and even the time as
approximately 5.30pm (HOG 1)

has now grown into a community of 66 libraries,
archives, museums and galleries around the world.
Flickr is a photo-hosting and sharing website, and
the Commons is a special area of Flickr devoted
to showing “hidden treasures in the world’s public
photography archives” and to encouraging people
to add their input and knowledge to “help make
these collections even richer”. Like every other
participating Commons institution, we share
photographs from our national collections online,
and users help us to find out more about the
photographs we look after, by commenting, adding
notes and tagging the photos.
Here at the NLI we are privileged to work with
amazing photographs, but now also with an
amazing bunch of Flickr researchers from all
corners of Ireland, from the UK, and all over
the world. Since June 2011, there have been 4
million views of over 1,000 photos on our Flickr
Commons photostream (a new one is added every
day), and an astonishing 20,000 comments.
Our “Flickroonies”, as they are affectionately
known, fall eagerly on each photo and contribute
information based on personal knowledge or
expertise; from online research (e.g. the 1901 and
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Translate your life
experience into
memoir.

This man was identified by locals and family
members as Seamus (Jim) Johnson who looked
after Gallarus Oratory on Dingle Peninsula and
“always had a dog with him”. Still working on
finding out the dog’s name! (TIL 617)

In the spirit of Flickr
Commons, we’ve
contributed the code
for both of these
extensions back to
the open-source
community.

Meet (from left) Esther White, Gladys Roche
and Marie Gallwey at a wedding in Rocklands,
Tramore, Co Waterford on Saturday, 27 July 1929.
To our delight, all of the girls and the location were
identified, and a date was established. (PWP 3633)

1911 online censuses, Ordnance Survey Ireland’s
Historic Maps, Archiseek.com, etc.), from old
newspapers and books, by asking questions of
their relatives or communities, or by getting out
and clambering through almost impregnable
rhododendron bushes on Cork hillsides to find an
exact location from which a photograph was taken.
They are amazingly relentless, argumentative
(in a good way), competitive about solving
mysteries, funny – our community of Flickr users
are the perfect Cold Case Squad to investigate
our photographs.
The great thing about all of this investigative effort
is that when our Flickroonies establish locations,
date our photographs, and identify people and
events captured, this information does not just
remain on Flickr, but feeds directly back into
our NLI catalogue. On the technical end, this is
possible because we use open-source software.
An excellent developer here at the NLI was able
to code an extension which displays all of the
wonderful comments directly on our catalogue via
the Flickr API (Application Programming Interface).
So, whether you find our photographs on Flickr
or in our NLI catalogue, all of the information
that has been contributed is at your fingertips.
Where our Flickroonies have established a definite
location for a photograph, our catalogue can
now display that place using the Google Maps API.
Users can even switch to Google Streetview to
see what the scene looks like today. In the spirit
of Flickr Commons, we’ve contributed the code
for both of these extensions back to the opensource community.
All of these improvements to our catalogue mean
that we’re achieving exactly what the Commons on
Flickr was set up to do. We share our photographic
collections online, and our Flickr users’ knowledge
and input is helping to make these collections even
richer for current and future generations to enjoy.
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Ireland Illustrated:
a new website featuring
images of Ireland from
the NLI collections

Working lives, 1893-1913
A new exhibition at the NPA

“Some come to the world of work when there is no work;
some when there is a war.” Family Time & Industrial Time. Hareven, 1982
19th century glass plate negatives reveal the people of
Ireland, captured in the subdued quiet of their places
of work. A new exhibition, Working Lives, 1893-1913
opening in October at the National Photographic
Archive (NPA) in Temple Bar, selects images from the
Mason and Poole collections to exhibit an industrial
family album: men, women and children employing
the tools of their various trades.

Ireland Illustrated is a new online resource developed by
the National University of Ireland, Galway in collaboration
with the National Library of Ireland and the Digital
Humanities Observatory.

The website offers an annotated collection of images
of Ireland that appeared as part of travel accounts,
both manuscript and printed, and were created
before 1850. It includes extensive metadata about
these illustrations, the works they belong to, and
the artists and authors who were involved in their
creation. Each catalogue entry also includes a
transcription of the passages from the travel journal
that relate to the image reproduced. The subjects
depicted range from popular picturesque landscapes
and archaeological sites to sketches created in
the course of angling excursions, illustrations of
antiquities excavated from bogs, representations of
famine scalps and scenes of everyday life, to name
just a few examples. Thus, the project provides a
multifaceted and complex representation of Ireland
as seen through the eyes of travellers, both through
their images and their text, and sheds further light on
how and why people travelled in Ireland. It generates
in the process new online content that provides
valuable data for researchers, as well as information
of interest to a more general public. The website will
be launched at a conference on travel literature on
27 September 2013 in NUI Galway.

Ireland Illustrated has been funded by the Higher
Education Authority in Ireland, under the Programme
for Research in Third-Level Institutions (Cycle 4), and
the Andrew W Mellon Foundation.
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Guest curator Mary Jones evokes the mood
of the exhibition: From one horsepower, bringing in
the harvest, emerge legions of agricultural labourers
to enter a brave new world of steam-fuelled turbines,
the unremitting noise of power harnessed to
industrial labour.

Thomas Dingley, Observations in a Voyage through
the Kingdom of Ireland, ca 1681.

Industrial relations evolve: from deference to
defiance, from ‘knowing one’s place’ under the Master
and Servant Act, and into the most difficult and
contentious berth of early modern times. Markets and
machines, the imperatives of control hooked to a web
of sustained tension, a diversity of working people
seeking rights and common cause, and a negotiated
rate for the job.
A display of Shaw’s hair products.

John Carr, The Stranger in Ireland, 1806.

Experience the exhibition
for yourself at the National
Photographic Archive, Meeting
House Square, Temple Bar.
Opening mid-October 2013.

Consider this largely unmapped field of vision: imagine
the world in which such lives were formed; the hewing
of rock, the casting of tools, the skills of mind and
muscle caught in the art of laying a line of rail, or
mining a seam of copper; the imaginative engineering
implicit in the construction of a lace collar, within the
linen woven to grace a royal table, or to carry a plane
into flight.
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In the National Library

Launch of JFK Homecoming
exhibition

On 20 June, Caroline Kennedy, together
with her daughter Tatiania, and
accompanied by Mr Jimmy Deenihan,
Minister for Arts, Heritage and the
Gaeltacht, launched our Summer exhibition
JFK Homecoming, which marked the 50th
anniversary of President John F Kennedy’s
four-day visit to Ireland in 1963. The
exhibition was the result of a partnership
with the US Embassy, the National Archives
and the JFK Presidential Library and
Museum in Boston.
At the event, Minister Deenihan announced
details of a poetry scholarship in honour
of the Kennedy family. The scholarship will
take the form of an annual internship at the
National Library of Ireland in Dublin and is
funded by the Department of Arts, Heritage
and the Gaeltacht.
Caroline Kennedy is photographed here
with her children John and Tatiana Kennedy
Schlossberg; Fiona Ross, Director of the
the National Library of Ireland, and Minister
Deenihan.
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Century Ireland launched
Katherine McSharry, Head of Services,
National Library of Ireland, Mr Jimmy
Deenihan, Minister for Arts, Heritage and
the Gaeltacht and Fiona Ross, Director of
the National Library of Ireland, pictured
at the launch of Century Ireland, an online
historical newspaper that tells the story
of the events of Irish life a century ago.
The newspaper, which will be published
fortnightly until 2022, is the main online
portal for the Irish of commemorations
1912-23.

Century Ireland is produced by a team of
researchers at Boston College Ireland. It is
funded by the Department of Arts, Heritage
and the Gaeltacht and is hosted by RTÉ. It
illustrates the events of 1913 and onwards
using material sourced from cultural
institutions, including a substantial amount
of material from the NLI. Visit the newspaper
at http://www.rte.ie/centuryireland/

Bloomsday at the National
Library

16 June saw the NLI play host to
a series of Bloomsday events. The
programme for the day included a
talk by Dr Gerard Dineen entitled
Our Continental Writer: James
Joyce and the literature of Europe;
performances of Joycean music
in our Front Hall; readings from
Ulysses by actor Fergus Cronin.
Also featuring as part of the day’s
activities was a pop-up shop,
where people could order a
selection of prints from the National
Photographic Archive’s collections.
The drawing of our Reading Room
(shown above) is by Zanya Dahl of
the Dublin Sketchers, who visited
the NLI on Bloomsday and did some
beautiful sketches of our building.

Children enjoy the NLI

Children enjoyed a wide and varied
programme of events at the NLI during
the summer. Events ranged from a series
of afternoon story reading sessions to
activities which drew their inspiration from
the JFK Homecoming exhibition, including
a workshop entitled Rapid Rockets and
Wicked Robots. During this workshop,
children learned about the American space
programme and were given the opportunity
to draw their own space vehicle.
Our series of afternoon story reading
sessions was extremely well attended,
with the sessions on tales of mythical
Irish superheroes and children hosted by
Dublin City Public Libraries/UNESCO City
of Literature Reader-in-Residence, Sarah
Purcell, proving particularly popular.
Children were also introduced to heraldry at
a coat of arms workshop and came up with
wonderful ideas for their own imagined coat
of arms.
Photograghed here are sisters Megan and
Lucy Lloyd at the Rapid Rockets and Wicked
Robots workshop.
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Supporting the NLI

Calendar of Events

Since the foundation of the National Library of
Ireland in 1877, we have enjoyed great support in the
form of financial and material donations which, in
turn, have enabled us to become the world’s leading
repository for Ireland’s history and heritage.

September – December 2013
Friday, 20 September
5.00pm – 11.00pm

Culture Night
Visit the NLI to view the magnificent Reading Room,
explore our exhibitions, meet our staff and enjoy the
special menu offerings, music and entertainment in
Café Joly.
Visit the National Photographic Archive (NPA) in
Temple Bar to see the exhibition Pearse House:
Village in the City
All welcome. No booking required.

Ten Saturdays
Begins 21 September. Continues
to 30 November
2.00pm – 4.00pm
Course fee: €240

Start to Write at Café Joly with Yvonne Cullen
Bookings should be made directly with Yvonne
Cullen.
Email writingtrain@gmail.com or call 086 170 1418

Twelve Saturdays
Begins 21 September. Continues
to 7 December
10.45am – 1.00pm
Course fee: €285

Developing Writers Course at Café Joly with
Yvonne Cullen
Bookings should be made directly with Yvonne
Cullen. See information details listed above.

Tuesday, 24 September at 7pm

BiblioFiles lecture
The Dublin Lockout
A talk by Pádraig Yeates. All welcome, no booking
required.

Ten Thursdays
Begins 26 September. Continues
to 5 December
2.00pm – 4.00pm
Course fee: €250

From History to Story at Café Joly
Join Yvonne Cullen for this course which focuses on
writing creatively using research-based material.
Bookings should be made directly with Yvonne
Cullen. See booking information details listed above.

We would like to thank the following individuals for their generous donations to the National
Photographic Archive: Jan and Erik Sundström, Philip Ducie, Peter Leslie, Marie Jones, Honor
Stuart and Reg Chandler.
If you are interested in donating items to the NLI, please contact the Keeper of Archival
Collections, Colette O’Flaherty, by telephone on (01) 603 0230 or by email coflaherty@nli.ie.
If you would like to make a financial contribution, donation boxes are available at various
locations in the NLI buildings.
Thank you for your support.
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Eight Tuesdays
1, 8, 15 and 29 October (no class
22 October);
5, 12, 19 and 26 November
10.00am – 12.30pm
Course fee: €195

UCD Adult Education Course
Home and Away: Exile in Irish Writing
This course will explore the theme of exile in 20th
century Irish prose, drama and poetry. To book a
place, contact UCD Adult Education Centre on
(01) 716 7123, or register online at www.ucd.ie/
adulted/

Eight Wednesdays
2, 9, 16, 23 and 30 October;
6, 13 and 20 November
10.00am – 12.30pm
Course fee: €195

UCD Adult Education Course
Uncovering 1916
This course will explore the events surrounding
the 1916 Rising. Manuscript material, documentary
footage, contemporary newspapers, ephemera and
the NLI’s photographic collection will elucidate the
subject for participants. To book a place, contact
UCD Adult Education Centre on (01) 716 7123, or
register online at www.ucd.ie/adulted/

Wednesday, 2 October at 6.30pm Francis Ledwidge: WWI Irish Nationalist War Poet
Join us on the eve of All Ireland Poetry Day for a talk
by Miriam Kilmurry, who will examine the place of
Francis Ledwidge among the canons of World War
One Literature. All welcome, no booking required.
Tuesday, 22 October at 7.00pm

Tuesday, 5 November at 6.30pm
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History Ireland Hedge School
JFK, Ireland and the world
Join us for this lively round table discussion hosted
by Tommy Graham, Editor of History Ireland. The
panel will include RTÉ broadcaster Ryan Tubridy and
author of JFK in Ireland: Four Days that Changed a
President, and Professor Robert Schmuhl, University
of Notre Dame. All welcome, no booking required.

Wednesday, 27 November at 7pm Man, Woman and Child
A concert of songs based on the Child Ballad
Collection – traditional songs collected by
Francis Child in England and Scotland between
1882 and 1898. Performances by Luke Cheevers
and Niamh Parsons.
Wednesday, 4 December at 7pm Man, Woman and Child
A concert of songs based on the Child Ballad
Collection – traditional songs collected by Francis
Child in England and Scotland between 1882 and
1898. Performances by John and Brigid Tunney.
Wednesday, 11 December at 7pm Man, Woman and Child
A concert of songs based on the Child Ballad
Collection – traditional songs collected by Francis
Child in England and Scotland between 1882 and
1898. Performances by Mick Fowler and
Rosie Stewart.
Wednesday, 18 December at 7pm Man, Woman and Child
A concert of songs based on the Child Ballad
Collection – traditional songs collected by Francis
Child in England and Scotland between 1882
and 1898. Performances by Tim Lyons and
Aileen Lambert.

Many of our events are free. If you would like this to continue, you can support our Events
Programme by making a donation. Donation boxes are located throughout the NLI buildings.

BiblioFiles lecture
The International Architecture of 1916: Alice
Stopford Green’s Circle
A talk by Angus Mitchell. All welcome. No booking
required.
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National Library of Ireland
Kildare Street, Dublin 2
T +353 1 603 0200
info@nli.ie
www.nli.ie
Opening hours:
Monday – Wednesday
Thursday – Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Open bank holidays

9.30am to 7.45pm
9.30am to 4.45pm
9.30am to 4.30pm (Reading Room closes at 12.45pm)
1.00pm to 5.00pm (exhibitions only)
12.00pm to 5.00pm (exhibitions only)

National Photographic Archive
Meeting House Square, Temple Bar, Dublin 2
T +353 1 603 0373
npaoffice@nli.ie
www.nli.ie
Opening hours
Monday – Saturday
Sunday

10.00am to 5.00pm (exhibitions only)
12.00pm to 5.00pm (exhibitions only)

The NPA Reading Room is open from Tuesday to Thursday between 10.00am and 1.00pm
by prior appointment only.

Free admission
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Follow us

Join our mailing list at:
mailinglist@nli.ie
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